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Purpose

To advise Managing Agents of new Canadian tax rules requiring Lloyd’s syndicates (i.e. a non-Canadian resident insurer) to self-assess GST/HST on certain expenses incurred outside Canada that relate to their Canadian activities.

Members of the Lloyd’s Market are required to file the 2014 Canadian GST/HST return by the end of July 2015. To determine the tax liability, Managing Agents will need to complete a (GST) Syndicate Information Statement (“GST SIS”) along with the GST/HST return Form GST 59 (“GST/HST return”) and return them to Lloyd’s by 30 June 2015. Please note the GST SIS and the GST/HST returns are to be compiled on an annual basis, i.e. based on business and expenses processed in a calendar year.

Lloyd’s is discussing how prior years should be handled with the Canadian authorities and will provide further information to syndicates when it is available.

GST/HST Guide

Lloyd’s tax department have compiled a GST/HST guide to assist with the completion of the GST SIS and will provide Managing Agents with it on request. The guide aims to help Managing Agents categorise expenses by line, and will assist them in determining the GST/HST taxability of the syndicate’s expenses. The guide incorporates the technical
position developed by Lloyd’s and members of the Market in conjunction with advisors which is more fully set out in a further document which is also available on request.

Because the categorisation of expenses is complex and no Managing Agent’s experience or system is the same the guide is generic. As a result the guide should be considered as providing a framework rather than a rule book and to enhance it we would welcome comments from the Market.

**Immediate Action required:**

Please be aware of the following:

1. To request the guide and/or the technical analysis please contact Kelly Duggleby by email (Kelly.Duggleby@lloyds.com) or telephone (+44 (0)20 7327 6852).
2. Please complete and submit the 2014 GST SIS and GST/HST returns to Lloyd’s taxation department by 30 June 2015.
3. Lloyd’s taxation department will submit the 2014 GST/HST returns by 31 July 2015.
4. Historic GST SISs will need to be completed for prior years however the submission date is yet to be determined. Lloyd’s will advise Managing Agents in due course how and when to begin this process.

The 2014 GST SIS and GST/HST Return should be sent to Kelly.Duggleby@lloyds.com and copied to nick.marman@lloyds.com.

Please contact Lloyd’s taxation department as soon as possible if you require assistance or encounter problems with meeting the 30 June deadline.

**Contact Information**

For any other general enquiries or comments, please contact Kelly Duggleby by email at Kelly.Duggleby@lloyds.com or tel: +44 (0)20 7327 6852.